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Figure 3 Overall plan. CHD
Figure 2 Nominal sections of Haslar W all. CHD

‘Haslar Wall’ is the general term used locally to describe the wall stretching just over a mile from
the harbour entrance to Fort Monckton. To allow a brief exploration of the historical
background and potential issues, the sea wall, standfast immediate fort defences, has been split
into convenient sections, identified, arbitrarily as:
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Blockhouse
Haslar
Barracks
Monckton
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The Threat
Originally, of course, there was no wall.

Figure 4 c. 1600. At this period there was a narrow opening from Haslar Lake into the sea,
roughly approximating to the current road, ‘Dolphin W ay’, which runs between the hospital
grounds and the old detention centre [and the boundary between Admiralty and W ar Office
ground]. This channel had gone by the time of the purchase of Haslar farm in 1744. The square
to the south west indicates the site of the former Hasleworth Castle, now the position of Fort
Monckton. The whole dynamic has subsequently changed with significantly deeper water
impacting directly onto the current shoreline. CHD

It has been the impact of sea and wind, exacerbated by human intervention on an exposed shore
of sand and shingle which, over a number of centuries, has necessitated more substantial sea
defences. It is now more than three centuries since the tidal scour, provided by the strong ebb
tide, was recognized as essential in preventing the harbour from silting up.
The Haslar Sea Wall is currently in a parlous state, materially defective and increasingly
undermined by an eroding shoreline. It is the deep-water access which elevates Portsmouth to
national significance, and it is the Haslar Wall which provides the key protection. In essence,
no wall equates to no deep-water harbour. The threat is very real.
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Introduction
Every storm hitting the south coast tests the Portsmouth sea defences, not least the Haslar Wall
on the western side of the harbour entrance.

Figure 5 2019 - Haslar wall looking south west to Fort Monckton. Blockhouse Fort in the foreground and the Isle of Wight in
the background; CHD

It was totally unexpected when, on 4th Dec 2021, Storm ‘Barra’, relatively insignificant in the
history of such events here, opened up a hole in part of the wall which superficially, just a few
months earlier, had appeared sound. The resultant damage was strikingly similar to wall failures
at Blockhouse Fort in 1986 and 2013.
There, in the most vulnerable positions, a temporary repair was completed last year using rock
armour which, on recent photographic evidence, is moving - whether settlement or something of
more concern time alone will tell. The progression at Blockhouse has been well recorded, and
the DIO have just started a detailed study expected to take about eighteen months to complete.
The rest of the wall is rather different. The author has known the wall for a very long time - he
was even standing on it when the Russian cruiser ‘Ordzhonikidze’ entered the harbour in Apr
1956. Probably in common with many others, he has always taken it for granted; the history
and significance having escaped him. In this brief, the aim has been to provide background
information for decision makers; a fuller history will have to wait.
The material assessment given should be treated with the normal caveats. The author is not a
subject expert and the information provided, although backed by significant research, is a visual
survey tempered by historical data and experience gained from four decades observing the events
at Blockhouse.
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Damage - Storm Barra, 4 Dec 2021
The hole punched in the Haslar section of the wall was almost certainly caused by inadequate
maintenance over many years, facilitating internal erosion, by allowing a void to be hollowed out
within the wall. Given the appropriate storm conditions, sea is then able to flood from the
bottom [of the wall] as waves [cover or] penetrate from the top. Trapped air is compressed and
expands explosively as the wave passes ...’

Figure 7 Dec 2013. For comparison, storm damage at
Blockhouse Fort. Most of the stones were blown out of
the hole, and the W W 11 structure to the left, massively
built of concrete, was completely demolished. CHD

Figure 6 Dec 2021. Post storm ‘Barra’. The initial
damage probably occurred towards the top of wall. GBC

Figure 8 Aug 2020. Haslar W all.
Same part of the wall as fig.6. Note no
obvious signs of distress or failure. CHD

Figure 9 Jan 2022. A temporary
repair - foreground left - has filled most
of the hole [fig.6], but the ‘void’ under the
wall is obvious and deep. W ithout well directed action, further damage is
inevitable with the next gale. CHD
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Sea Wall - Material Assessment
1.

Blockhouse Section

Figure 10 2020 Blockhouse section of the wall extending out towards Haslar. The current wall is
mostly of late Victorian construction. The wall in the foreground, between the fort and the bound stones,
centre right, could date from c. 1820. For far end, see fig. 11 below. CHD

The original wall has been frequently patched, has numerous holes and shows visible evidence of
internal erosion. The more modern post WW11 repair, using steel piles with concrete infill, is
obvious. Many piles have parted company from their background support - thought to be due to
seashore erosion rather than pile corrosion - and many piles have gone completely. It is likely
that much of the length is undermined. This is the lowest section of the wall and the most
vulnerable.

Figure 11 2022. Looking from Haslar towards the harbour entrance. This section has all the
appearance of more modern construction but detail is currently lacking. CHD
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2.

Haslar Section.

Figure 12 2022. Haslar section of the wall which extends over 1,500 feet. Construction
started in late 1740s. Much battered, changed, rebuilt, and modified, the current damaged part
[out of picture, bottom right] dates from work in 1841. CHD

Like the Blockhouse section, this part has also had a more modern piling and cement treatment at
the toe, where there is some visual evidence of piles beginning to part company with the concrete
backing. There are some obvious holes and a few very worn patches. Most of the stonework
is known to have been embedded in concrete and, superficially the wall looks in reasonable
shape. However, as demonstrated by the recent damage, such appearances can be deceptive.
Likewise, seeing how the concrete underneath the stonework has been eroded suggests that the
wall is probably in a critical state. It is inconceivable that the Haslar sale would have been
contemplated before a thorough survey had been conducted.

Figure 13 2022. Haslar W all detail. Left to right, earlier patch, hole, and increasingly worn wall. CHD
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3 Barracks Section.
This part of the wall was completed in 1870.

Figure 14 The Barracks section of the wall. Monckton section of the wall and Fort
Monckton in the background. Completed rather later than the sections either side, the site
previously being known as ‘the hole in the wall’. CHD

This section of the wall was built to a different and presumably more modern design, the
stonework being of a steeper concave cross-section. Visually the wall appears in reasonable
condition, but lacking recent maintenance effort. From the very limited information to hand, it
is possible that the granite setts, at the base of the wall, were a later addition. More research
required here.

Figure 16 Faults apparent here. CHD

Figure 15 2021 Hole at top of wall. CHD
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4. Monckton Section
It has been suggested that this part of the wall was developed as an additional gun battery for Fort
Monckton, in which case the build date was probably late C18th.

Figure 17 2021. Monckton section of the wall. Repairs including granite setts are evident, as is the much more
recent rock armour used here to protect the interface between the two wall sections. CHD

The construction method of the original wall is currently unknown. More recent repairs indicate
regular maintenance and make it difficult, from visual evidence alone, to assess the current state.

Figure 18 2021 Detail of seaward corner. CHD

Figure 19 2021. Detail showing steel piling. CHD

There has been some movement of the granite setts - see fig. 18 - which probably explains the
rock armour. Equally this section has been reinforced with steel piling - see fig. 19.
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Environmental Factors
Haslar Sea Wall is a crucial part of the harbour infrastructure. Any failure here has the potential
to destroy the deep-water port.
The modern trend is to dismiss historic storms as almost inconsequential in comparison to those
experienced in living memory and to blame everything on environmental warming. This is at
best disingenuous. Nobody would deny that 1987 was a most extraordinary and truly historic
event; or that storm Arwenn caused huge destruction but then so did the great storm of 1703.
Others, long since forgotten, but pertinent to this research, wreaked immense damage. Take for
example the storm of March 1818.:
‘The south wall of Haslar Hospital has been carried away in many breaches; the King’s stairs ...
has been entirely destroyed. Southsea Common was completely flooded, and rendered
impassable ...the greater part of the pier of Ryde floated over and strewed Southsea beach ...the
houses on the Point suffered severely and were nearly gutted. Hilsea and the whole country flat
[sic] to Portsdown Hill were completely flooded ...’1

There is no such thing as permanent defence against coastal erosion. Any sea defence is
continually challenged, with the damage inflicted in any particular storm depending on a range of
factors including the severity of the event and the strength of the position attacked. In this
situation, the wall predominates but there are other contributory factors.
The harbour and approach channels have been increasingly dredged for larger ships through most
of the period. Protective banks have diminished significantly over the years; some possibly
naturally and some undoubtedly due to human intervention. Whatever the cause, it is undeniable
that the shoreline is now being eroded and the wall undermined. Some would argue that, in such
circumstances, rebuild rather than repair is the most sensible solution.
The current sea defence policy for this part of the coast is to ‘hold the line’. This policy can be
implemented in a number of ways and how it is achieved here will depend on local and national
choices. Funding is a separate matter.

1

Salisbury & Winchester Journal, 9 Mar 1818
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Maintenance and Costs
The impact of weather [storms in particular] on the sea wall has been enormous - and expensive.
It is not just in our time that the public purse has been so stretched; it was always thus. It is also
natural that maintenance costs are a tempting ‘savings measure’, given managers under stress and
budgets under attack.
It is a fact of life that routine maintenance helps extend the life of any sea defence, and reduces
overall costs, but damage is still inevitable. On this wall, significant repairs have been required
at less than 20 year intervals on average, from the first sea defence on this side of the harbour in
c. 1710 to the present day. The recent increased frequency of such events is probably due more
to neglect than climate change. The storm ‘Barra’ damage would appear to prove the point, the
defect within the wall having been detectable and potentially treatable for many years.
An attempt has been made to quantify the true costs over time. Much of the required historic
data are know to exist but, regrettably, there is insufficient readily available to provide continuity
and hence realism. Short term estimates are unreliable since delayed maintenance and
temporary repairs can distort true figures. It is possible that the Environment Agency already has
figures; it being their core business to assess deterioration, determine remaining life, calculate
intervention required, and decide what needs replacing.
Factors to be considered might be:
Routine maintenance
In the 1980s it was generally considered that an average annual cost for the wall was
c.£1M, probably an under-estimate.
Restoring the wall
Estimating the cost of bringing the wall up to a reasonable standard is too intangible to
attempt here. The author has encountered many possibilities - anything from ten to more
than one hundred million pounds - making assessment problematic. So much depends
on the current state and the policy adopted. An understandable choice of a short term
solution, more affordable at the time, will quite possibly prove short-sighted and less than
cost-effective in the longer term.
Future proofing
A combination of natural and human factors is bringing changes to wave patterns, tidal
streams and water levels. When restoring the wall, it would seem prudent to make
reasonable provision for all these factors.
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Management
Every discussion regarding the wall appears to be preceded by the blank statement - there is no
money.
The fact that MoD estate management costs more than the nuclear deterrent is understood, as is
the Treasury pressure to reduce this drain on resources, particularly given the current tightness of
the national budget. On this basis it is entirely predictable that the real estate including parts of
the wall, such as at Blockhouse, should be considered as prime candidates for disposal.
Portsmouth harbour is of national strategic importance. It is the base port for the Royal Navy
carriers, due to remain in service for about half a century; it is, literally, indispensable - there
really is no other option. It is also home to the Commercial Docks, owned by Portsmouth City
Council, and described by the council leader as, ‘a vital economic driver for the city’.
However, to support such activities, Haslar Sea Wall is an integral and irreplaceable part of the
harbour infrastructure; this particular piece of the real estate is not just another redundant
barracks or firing range, to be disposed of without penalty. Sale of [parts of] the wall will
inevitably place the harbour at greater risk.
But none of this identifies where the money should come from. Naturally, the ‘deep-water’
users should be the largest financial contributors, namely the RN and PCC’s Commercial Docks
which are planning significant expansion. On the other hand, with no deep-water aspirations, it
would be quite improper, for Fareham and Gosport to finance or be liable for additional costs.
With costly repairs on the wall required at least every twenty years, there is no perfect or
permanent solution. Many would claim that the damage is due entirely to climate change. This
is simply not the case, although it will undoubtedly become of increasing significance in the
future. The current wall state [and potential bill] stems from management policy or failure.
With admitted deficiencies in existing harbour governance, it could be timely to bring harbour
management into the 21st century. Obviously QHM has to retain operational control. But there
has to be a better way to manage and finance the harbour for the benefit of the whole community
with particular emphasis on the very future of the harbour itself.
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Pertinent points:
1.

The future of the harbour rests on the preservation of the wall as a sea defence.

2.

Maintenance.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.

Maintenance has to start with a routine and regular inspection plan.

b.

Voids within the wall are detectable with non-intrusive techniques.

c..

A realistic maintenance budget is essential.

d..

Post damage repairs are inevitably more expensive than routine maintenance.

Frequency of damage.
a.

Significant damage has occurred, on average, at least once every 20 years.

b.

For whatever the reason, undermining of the wall is now an issue.

c.

Global warming predictions suggest stress on the wall can only increase.

Repair issues with private ownership.
a.

Damage may be ignored or repairs delayed.

b.

Bankruptcy can be declared if costs get too high.

c.

Subsequent access to carry out repairs may be impeded.

Costs.
a.

1980s wall maintenance was estimated at £1M. p.a. - probably an under-estimate.

b.

Given the position, damage is inevitable.

c.

Routine maintenance will reduce overall costs

c.

Neglect increases overall costs disproportionately to perceived savings.

e.

Bringing the wall up to standard will be very expensive.

f.

Estimates need to include provision for known changing conditions.

Ownership
a.

Haslar Wall was recently sold into private ownership.

b.

The stated aim by the MoD is for Blockhouse Wall also to be sold.

c.

The Barrack part of the wall might be expected to follow suit.

Governance
a.

The MoD has a legal responsibility for the safety of the harbour.

b.

There are acknowledged shortcomings in harbour governance.

c.

Effective governance is hampered by reduced control of crucial infrastructure.

d.

Governance changes could improve survival prospects for the harbour.
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